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J Modular spaces and K-widths 
A. G. Aksoy and G. Lewicki 
Abstract. In this paper, we show that the ball measure of noncompactness of a modular 
space Xp is equal to the limit of its K -widths when p is a left continuous, s-convex modular 
function, without any ~rcondition. We also obtain a similar result for SF-spaces, when the 
SF-norm N is uniformly continuous. 
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1. Notation and definitions 
Throughout the following X is a linear space over a field K (K = IR or K = C). 
I. A function p : X --+ [0, oo] is called modular if the following hold for arbitrary 
x,y eX: 
1. p(x) = 0 iff x = 0. 
2. p(ax) = p(x) if a e K, lal = 1. 
3. p(ax + f3y) ~ p(x) + p(y) for a, f3 ;::: 0, a+ f3 = 1. 
If in place of 3) we have 
p(ax + f3y) ~as p(x) + f3s p(y) for a, f3 ;::: 0, as+ ps = 1 
for an s e (0, 1], then pis called s-convex modular (convex if s = 1). 
The set 
is called a modular space. 
Xp = {x e X : lim p(ax) = 0} 
a-+0 
Each modular space X p may be equipped with an F-norm given by the formula 
lxlp = inf{u > 0: p(xfu):::; u} for x e Xp. 
A modular pin X is called left continuous iflimA-+t- p(.U) = p(x) for all x e Xp. 
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It is known (see [8]) that, if pis left continuous, s-convex modular in X., then the 
inequalities lx I~ ::; 1 and p (x) ~ 1 are equivalent for every x E X P· Here by lx 1~ we 
meM · 
lxl~ = inf{u > 0: p(u:fs) ~ 1}. 
A particular class of modular space$ are Orlicz-Musie1ak spaces. To define these 
spaces, let (E, E, J.£) be a measure space Md let f : E x 1l4 ~ R+ satisfy the 
following conditions. 
1. f(t, ·) : IR+ ~ R+ is anondecreasing, continuous function such that f(t, 0) = 
0 and f(t,u) > Oforu > 0. 
2. f ( ·, u) : E -+ R+ is a E-measurable function for all u > 0. 
3. fA f(t, u) dJ,.£(t) < oo for every u > 0 and A E E, IJ.(A) < oo. 
Suppose that X is the space of all real (or complex) valued :E-measurable functions 
defined on E. For x e X, set 
Pj(X) = £ /(t,ix(t)i) dp.(t). 
From the above 1) and 2), it is clear that P! is modular. The modular space Xp is 
called Orlicz-Musielak space (Md Orlicz space, if the function f is independent of 
the variable t ). 
We say the function f satisfies a .6.2-condition if 
f(t, 2u) S Kf(t, u) + h(t) 
for all u ~ 0, t e E where h e L 1(E, J.L), h ~ 0 and K is a positive cons!Mt 
independent of the variables t, u. 
For further theory of modular spaces we refer to [8]. 
n. Assume a function N : X -+ R+ satisfies the following conditions. 
1. N(x) =Oiffx = 0. 
2. an ~ a and N (xn - x) -+ 0 then N (anXn - ax) ~ 0 for all sequences 
{an} C K and {Xn} C X. 
3. If.N'(xn -x)-+ Oand.N'(yn- y)-+ Othen.N'(xn + Yn -x- y)-+ Oforall 
sequences {xn}. {Yn} C X. 
4. N(ax) = N(x) for every x eX and a e K,lal = 1; 
5 . .N'(xn - x) ~ 0 then N(xn) -+ N(x) for every {xn} C X. 
6. The space X is complete with respect to the topology induced by the family 
C = {B(x; r): x eX, r > 0} where 
B(x; r) = {y e X.:N(x- y) < r}. 
....... ________________ __ 
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The pair (X, N) Is said to be an SF-space and the function N will be called an 
SF-norm. 
Note that each F-space (in particular each Banach space) is an SF-space. If f 
satisfies a ~2-condition, then each Orlicz-Musielak space (Xp1 • PJ) is an SF-space. 
However, there exist SF-spaces which are neither F-spaces nor modular spaces as can 
be seen by the following 
Example ([7]). Assume f : IR+ -+ JR+ satisfies the following conditions: 
1. f is continuous and f(t) = 0 iff t = 0. 
2. There exists d > 0 such that flto.dJ is strictly increasing. 
3. There exists dt > 0 and M > I such that 
f(t + s) :5 M(f(t) + f(s)) for s, t E [0, dJ] . 
4. There exists lim,~00 f(t) E (0, oo). 
Let (E, :E, J.L) be a measure space, J.L(E) < oo and let M(E) = {x : E -+ R, 
xis :E-measurable }. For x E M(E) define N(x) = JE f(lx(t)l) dJ,L(t). By Fatou's 
lemma, the Riesz and the Lebesgue theorems, one can show that the pair (M(E), N) 
is an SF-space. It is clear that for non monotonic f the function N is not modular, and 
if we additionally assume 
. I ltm f(t) < - sup{f(t): t E IR+} r~+oo 2 
then the pair (M(E), N) can not be an F-space. 
The SF-norm N is called nondecreasing iff for any lt, t2 E IR, I t tl :5 lt2l implies 
N(t1x) :5 N(t2x) and given Din an SF-space (X,N), we say Dis bounded iff 
.l..n -+ 0, Xn E D implies N(.l..nxn) -+ 0. Analogously D C Xp is p-bounded 
iff an -+ 0, Xn E D implies p(anxn) -+ 0. The SF-norm N is called uniformly 
continuous if for every s > 0, there is a 8 > 0 such that 
if N(f- g ) < 8 then IN (f)- N (g)i <e. 
Note that in the definition of the SF-space, N is only a continuous function. 
Proposition 1. Let (X, N) be an SF-space with N being uniformly continuous. Then 
for every s > 0 there is V, an open neighbourhood of 0, such that 
BN (0, r) + V C BN (0, r + s) (*) 
where BN (x, r) = {y E X: N(x- y) :5 r}. 
The proof is straightforward. 
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m. Let (X,.N) be an SF-space. For V c X, V \ {0} ~ 0 put 
RN(V) = inf{sup{N(tv): t e R+): v e·V \ {0} }. 
This number which may be equal to +oo, is called the radius of the set V ([7]). As 
shown in the following example, it m~y also occur that RN(V) = 0. 
Example. Let X be the space of all complex sequences equipped with an SF~nonn 
N defined by 
00 (1 )1 lxtl N(x) = L -2 1 I I for x eX. i=l + Xi 
Let for n eN, Vn = {x eX: XJ = 0 for j > n}. Then clearly RN(Vn) = 2-n and 
consequently RN(X) = 0. · 
In [7] it is shown that if Xp is a modular space with p s-convex modular, then 
Rp(Xp) = +oo. 
K -widths are extensively studied in the context of approximation theory [10]. 
Our aim in this paper is to connect K -widths with measures of noncompactness. Such 
connections are not only useful in fixed point theory (see [3], [11]) but also in the study 
of the radius of the essential spectrum (see [6], [9]). Measures of noncompactness for 
Orlicz spaces are studied in [1], [2] and [4]. In [5] one can find fixed point theorems 
for Orlicz modular spaces. 
2. K-widths in SF-spaces 
Let (X, N) be an SF-space, D be bounded set in X. ·Then the ball measure of non-
compactness of D, a(D), is 
. n 
a(D) = inf{r > 0: D C U B"' (XJ:, r)} 
A:= I 
and K-th width of D, dA:(D), is defined as 
dk(D) = inf{r > 0: D c BN (0, r) + Ak dim(AJ:) :;: k}. 
Theorem 1. Let D be a bounded subset of an SF-space (X, N). Suppose that N is 
nondecreasing, RN(X) = oo and for every r > 0, e > 0 and E finite dimensional 
subspace of X, there is an open neighborhood V of 0 in E such that 
BN (0, r) + V C BN (0, r + e). ( *) 
Then a(D} = limJ:-..00 dk(D). 
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Proof. Let D be a fixed bounded set in X. If there is r > 0 and k e N such that 
DC U~=l BN(x;, r), then . 
Therefore, if a(D) < oo then d = lim~edle(D) is finite and d ~ a(D). 
. To obtain the other inequality, assume that d < +oo, fix k e N, e > 0 and A1e c X 
with dim A1e = k such that 
Let us define 
Dt = {g E BN(O,dle(D)+e): there ish E A1e, g+h ED} 
D2 ={hE A1e: there is g E BN(O, dle(D) +e), g +he D}. 
Obviously D c Dt + D2. Now we claim that D2 is abounded set in (X,N). Assume 
on the contrary that there is {hnl C D2 and {An} C IR, An ~ 0 such that N(Anhn) 
does not tend to zero. Since dim(A~e) = k, one has 
le 
Anhn = Lr7y; 
i=l 
where Yt, ... , Yle is a fixed basis of A~e. Consider the following cases. 
Case 1: SUPneN (maxt~i!:le lr7 I) < +oo. Then passing to a subsequence, if neces-
sary, by the properties of N (ll.2 and 3) we may assumeN(Anhn- h)~ 0 for some 
he X, h ¥:0. 
On the other hand, by the definition of D2, for every n e N there is gn e Dt 
with fn = gn + hn e D. Since RN(X) = +oo, there is at > 0 such thatN(th) ·> 
dlc(D) +e. By the boundedness of D, N(An/n) ~ 0. By ll.1, 11.2 and U.S of the 
definition, 
But for n ~ no, tAn < 1. Since N is nondecreasing 
N(tAngn) ~N(gn) ~ dle(D) +e forn ~no, 
a contradiction. 
Case 2: there is io E 1, ... , k with limn_.oo inf lr~ I = +oo. Passing to a subse-





(c;0 = 1). 
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By the Definition ll.l, we have 
N[(l;) hn- tc;y;J ~ 0 .. 
r,o 1=1 
We can seth = E:=t c;y;, since Yt, ... , Yk is a basis of Ak with c10 = 1, h =1: 0. 
Considering the subsequence lnfr~ instead of ln and reasoning as in Case I, we 
obtain a contradiction. 
Therefore D2 is a bounded set with respect to the topology defined by N. Since 
each SF-space, as a complete, topological linear space with a countable basis of 
neighborhoods of 0 is metrizable, the SF-space (Ak, N) is metrizable. But Ak is finite 
dimensional, the topology induced by N in Ak is the same as any nonn topology in 
Ak. Hence, D2 is bounded in any norm in Ak. Consequently D2 (the closure of fh 
in Ak in any norm) is a compact set. 
Now by the assumption ( * ), there is V an open neighborhood of 0 in Ak such that 
B.N (0, dk(D) + s) + V C BN (0, dk(D) + 2s). 
Since iJ2 is a compact set fJ2 c u:=l X;+ v. Note that 
D c Dt +D2 
I 
c BN (0, dk(D) + s) + U{x; + V} 
i=l 
I 
c Utx; + BN (0, dk(D) + 2s)} 
1::::1 
I 
- U BN(x;,dk(D) +2s). 
i=l 
Consequently, a(D) .:s dk(D) + 2s for every s > 0 and keN, which yields 
a(D) .:S d = lifldk(D). 
Remark. Condition (*) in Theorem 1 is satisfied if N is unifonnly continuous, which 
covers the case ofF-spaces. Moreover, if one assumes limu-+oo f (t, u) = +oo then 
the corresponding P! F-norm I · lp satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 1. 
3. K-widths in modular spaces 
Let Xp by a modular space and D c Xp be a p-bounded set. Let Bp be the closed 
p-ball in Xp i.e., Bp = {x E Xp: p(x) s 1}. K:-width of Din Xp, d~(D), defined 
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as 
d!(D) = inf{A > 0: iJ c ABp + H: dim H::; k}, 
and p-ball measure of noncompactness of D, ap(D), defined as 
. /c 
ap(D) = inf{A > 0: D c U"-(x; + Bp): XJ, ••• , Xk e Xp}. 
i=l 
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-Note that if p is a norm, then the notations d! and ap above coincide with the classical 
definitions of die and a. 
The following are some basic properties of ap(D). 
Proposition 2. a) Montonicity: DJ C D2 implies ap(DI) .::; ap(D2). 
b)Semi-additivity: ap(Dt U D2) = max{ap(Dt), ap(D2)}. 
c) Invariance under translation: ap(D + xo) = ap(D) for any xo e Xp. 
d) Algebraic semi-additivity: If pis convex, then a(Dt + D2)::; a(Dt) + ap(D2). 
e) ap(D) = ap(D) where the closureclosure is taken with respect to F -norm. More-
over if pis convex, then a(D) = a(co(D)) where co(D) denotes the convex hull of 
D. 
f) If Bp is a l·lp-bounded set, then ap(D) = 0 iff Dis l·lp- compact. 
Proof. a) through e) follow from the definition. To prove f), set Bl·lp (0, r) = {x e 
Xp : lxlp ::; r} and al·lp(D) = inf{r > 0: DC U~=1 [x; + Bl·lp{O, r)]}, we claim 
that ap(D) = 0 implies al·lp (D) = 0 and hence D is I · lp-compact. Since Bp is 
bounded set, AQ I Bp c Bp(O, r) for some AQ. Then since D c u:=tfx; + AQ I Bp} c 
. Uf=t {x; + Bp(C, r)}, we have the desired result. On the other hand, if D is I · lp-
compact set, then for every A > 0, D c u:=l {x; +A· int(Bp)}. Hence, for every 
x e D contained in the open set x; +A · int(Bp) since A was arbitrary ap(D) = 0. 
Theorem 2. Suppose pis a modular and Rp(Xp) = +oo. Suppose that the Luxem-
burg norm I · IP satisfies the following conditions.· 
1. For every e > 0, there is 8 > 0 with 
Bt·fp(O, 1 +8) c (1 +e)Bf·fp(O, 1). 
2. lxnl -+ 0 iff p(Xn)-+ 0. 
3. lime-+ I p(cx) = p(x)for x E Xp. 
Then Iim~c_,.00 d:(D) = a(D). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, one can easily establish that lim1c d: (D) ::; a(D). 
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To prove the converse, consider e > 0 and A such that 
limd!(D) <A< limdpk(D) +e.· 
k k 
Define analogously as in Theorem 1, 
Dt = {x E BJ·Jp(O, 1): there is hE Hfco with Ax+ he D}; 
D2 = {hE Hko: there is x E Bp, Ax+ hE D}. 
Note that by the Condition 3) in the Theorem 2 above, Bp = BJ·Ip (0, 1). Let Hfco be a 
subspace of Xp with dim Hfco :S ko and D c ABp + H~qj. Reasoning as in Theorem 1, 
together with the Conditions 2) and 3) above, one can show that D2 is a bounded set. 
Now for e > 0, choose ~ > 0 such that Condition 1) in the above Theorem 2 is 
satisfied. Since 1h is a.bounded set, D2 C U~=l ABJ·Jp(x;, 8). Therefore, 
D c ADt +D2 
k 
C J..Bp + U lBJ·Ip (x;, ~) 
i=l 
k 
- A[Bp + UtBJ·Ip (0, 8) +xi}] 
i=l 
k 





- l.(l +s>[~!Bp+ 1: 8 1] 
Thus, ap(D) :S A+ At < limk d~(D) + e + J...e for every e > 0. Hence ap(D) ~ 
Iimk d~(D) as desired. 
Remark. Condition 2) in Theorem 2 is equivalent to !J.2 condition in Musielak-Orlicz 
spaces (see [8]). The measure in the definition of Musielak-Orlicz spaces must be 
sigma-finite and atomless. 
The following theorem applies to any s-convex, 0 < s :S 1, modular function, not 
just to Orlicz spaces. 
Theorem 3. Let p be left continuous s-convex modular, 0 < s ~ 1. Then 
lim d!(D) = ap(D). 
k 
Proof. We need to show that the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. By the [7], 
we already know that Rp(Xp) = +oo. IIi the s-convex case, the Conditions 2) 
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and 3) in Theorem 2 ate not necessary to prove that D2 is a bounded set. Since 
in this case Bl·lp (0, 1) = Bp (here the left continuity is needed) is a p-bounded set 
(an -4 0, p(xn) ~ 1 then forn :::no, p(anXn) ~ a~p(xn) !Sa~ -+ 0). Consequently, 
Dt is a p-bounded set and this implies that D2 is a p-bounded set. To see this, eonsider · 
an-+ 0, hn E D2, then lgn + hn = fn ED, p(gn) ~ 1. 
Note that, by 1.3, 
p(anhn) - p(an(fn - lgn)) 
1 
- p(2[2anfn + (-2Aangn)J) 
!S p(2anfn) + p(2Aangn). 
Since D2 is p-bounded and J..Bp is p-bounded, the last two terms tend to 0 as n -4 oo. 
To complete the proof, we need to establish Condition 1) in Theorem 2, for any 
s-convex modular p. 
FirstobservetbatBI·Ip(O, l+e) = (l+e) 111Bp. Lets> Obefixed,choose8 > 0 
such that (l + 8)1/S :5 1 +e. Then 
BHP(O, 1 + 8) = (1 + 8) 111 Bp C (l + e)Bp. 
Remark. The above theorem is an improvement of Theorem 2 in [1 ], which clarifies 
the solution in the s-convex case without any ~2-condition. 
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